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Ok, so good afternoon to everyone online – it’s great to have this global audience on a 
gloomy Belfast afternoon.  And of course, the esteemed speakers who have joined us for 
the ICCJ event making my job as the last act very difficult.  And in answering the question, 
I’m really delighted I have to say, that I think following a demise for what was once the 
criminologically fashionable trend for the study of police reform in Northern Ireland, that 
again we are returning today, perhaps outside the technical lessons, but to wider lessons 
and comparisons of what major police reform means for communities and sections of 
society who have been over policed and under protected; for communities who continue to 
lack trust in, or see the police as legitimate because of historical relations; and set against 
the wider reactions to the murder of George Floyd and defund-type momentum. 
 
Indeed, when I was asked to talk on this panel, the first immediate question which came 
into my mind was what was what on earth I was going to say about police reform and the 
Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) which hadn’t already been said?  And stemming 
from that, how little of the lived reality and context about policing and community relations 
I actually know about the US to draw useful comparisons as someone who has focused 
academic attention on this side of the Atlantic. 
 
But, having worked and researched on policing here for over 15 years – along with an equal 
number of years in the voluntary/community or third sector of the country, there are many 
useful, insightful lived experiences to be considered – and which can hopefully contribute to 
the debate today.  So really, what I don’t want to do over the next 15 mins or so is get 
bogged down into minute detail on aspects of police reform or structures here. But what I 
do want is raise a few broader observations, which, perhaps with a pinch of criminological 
hindsight, might provide some insight for policing change and reform for those looking in. 
 
So what about policing change then in NI?  And without going into long histories, of course 
the agreed police reform process, crafted as part the Good Friday Agreement of 1998 
created the Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland (Patten Report) – 
whose international panel produced it’s 175 recommendations for change in September 
1999, stemming from the views of around 10K people at public meetings; along with over 
2500 written and individual submissions.  And as has been well rehearsed, the police reform 
process here has been described as the largest, most complex and well-funded experiment 
ever attempted in Western policing.  And across the further 772 performance indicators of 
the 19 Oversight Commissioner reports on implementation of the recommendations; and a 
further 1000 or so further recommendations stemming from those according to PSNI, the 
scale and complexity of changing the RUC to the PSNI can be seen – and one which 
happened in a relatively short period of time, with PSNI having come into existence in 
November 2001.   
 
But I think crucially beyond some of this superficial context, it was David Bayley, who sadly 
passed away recently, who said that in essence, the police reform process in NI was about 
wrestling 30 years of state monopoly on policing from the police, and giving back to the 
people. 
 
So in 2022, where has this gotten us and what have we learned in 20 years of that continual 
change process?  Well, I think the first thing for me, and probably central to my points 



today, is going back to one of the Patten Commissioners, Clifford Shearing, who noted that 
rather than see the 175 recommendations in one block, it was better to see the reform 
process in two streams.  The first focused on the systems of policing – such as names, 
badges, recruitment and representation; training and human rights; and the second stream, 
focused around the governance of security, or policing more broadly conceived.   
 
And why am I mentioning this?  Because crucially, one of the big learning points for me is 
that we did see a very significant over concentration on the first stream of reform – or 
systems – at the expense of the second stream.  From 2001 through to 2010/11, the policing 
budget in NI increased from around £650m to £1.2b. And in view of the wider policing 
oversight and monitoring structures put in place along with governing legal frameworks, 
absolutely everything police reform, came to be about the police organisation itself to the 
exclusion of wider thinking on policing.  And police-centric performance and oversight 
metrics became the defining measure of success of policing ‘being seen’ to work – and 
importantly, change. 
 
But as we know related to policing across the globe – and to the defund debates – simply 
more police officers, shiny new badges, ‘better’ training; or what might be seen as the 
global ‘gold standard’ police oversight and reform processes, is no guarantee of success for 
communities disaffected by policing.  As successive research has shown over the years from 
myself and colleagues, having the best policing system can still never fix the social, 
economic and social justice issues underpinning the lived realities of communities most 
affected by the conflict here in the past; and who bear the brunt of the majority of policing 
attention in the present.  Because we must remember that old adage, policing works best 
where it’s need least.  And I think there was always an assumption that the new, solid state 
policing apparatus could just be layered onto society and that would be job done.  And as 
David Bayley said way back even in 2007/8 at a seminar on police reform in Belfast, even in 
America at the time, to quote on this assumption, ‘have you fuckers not fixed yourselves 
yet’.   
 
And in 2022, because of a complex amalgam of history, sectarian politics, unresolved legacy 
issues and the ongoing terrorist threat here, it remains a very difficult environment in which 
to deliver normalised policing.  And in fact, these very issues were not what the police 
reform process which started back in 1999 envisaged would still be in play in 2022 – 
precisely because of the unfinished business of societal politics and history.  So really what 
I’m saying is that in over 20 years, trust, legitimacy, recruitment to the police, and ability to 
deliver ‘normal’ policing in those communities most impacted by the conflict remain a 
significant challenge in spite of the reform process. Perhaps a lesson for other jurisdictions 
contemplating Patten-style reforms in the future and time and effort it takes. 
 
So while on the one hand the police reform process here contains optimism in terms of 
what has been achieved, on the other hand caution is key in that police-only solutions can 
only ever get us so far, as important as they are. But they are a start.  Although as we know 
too, even with stringent oversight and accountability systems, there is no guarantee that 
bad policing habits will disappear.  We only have to look at the very high levels of stop and 
search by PSNI; at the lack of diversity and community representation within their ranks; the 
infringement of journalistic human rights investigating the past; and accusations of 



institutional racism due to policing of the Black Lives Matter protest in Belfast in 2020.  So 
while front-of-house policing has been changed with the PSNI, what you might term deeper 
state policing issue continue to exert influence in the background. 
 
But, I do want to return to Clifford Shearing and his second stream to police.  Because while 
I’m arguing there was an over-emphasis on the first stream of reforms, there was a very 
deliberate shunning of wider thinking around policing more broadly conceived and 
community input into policing.  Indeed, I think nearly everyone on this call will be aware of 
long histories of so-called paramilitary policing in the country, as extra-juridical social 
control and violence which were – and still are – human rights abuses directed mostly at 
young males are shot, beaten and excluded from life.  
 
But this is only one side to that non-state picture.  Because what the Patten commissioners 
did in fact see and understand that NI is alive with a vibrant, legitimate and hyper-organised 
civil society sector – with many self-help groups, agencies and organisations of varying levels 
of sophistication on all sides who both before and during the police reform process – and 
still to this day – have been shoring up deficient in state-based provision of security.  So it is 
curious that it was Patten Recommendation 32 – which proposed local tax raising powers 
for policing / community safety activities – was the only one of the 175 never to make it into 
legislative form. 
 
So really as part of the focus on systems of policing, I think a big lesson from the reform 
process here is that when we talk of defund movements and moving away from over-
reliance on the police, NI actually has a long, if under-researched pedigree in legitimate, 
community-based security and policing outside the confines of state-based delivery; and in 
the shadow of police legitimacy issues.  It’s been happening for over 40 years. 
 
I think I must be one of the few people that has perhaps attempted to categorise the broad 
policing and community safety contributions of legitimate voluntary and community sector 
organisations here  - which I would otherwise call shadow policing– which span a range of 
work including education, intervention, youth work, interface violence, restorative justice, 
community safety work, police intermediaries work for example.   And I remember just 
before the pandemic hit at the end of 2019, Judge Alex Calabrese of the Red Hook 
Community Court in Brooklyn came over to visit a community-based restorative 
organisation I’m Chairperson of – Community Restorative Justice Ireland – and was 
astounded by the levels of social capital, community cohesion, advocacy and community 
networks underpinning their RJ work and the wider civil society sector here – stemming 
from the long histories of community self-help in the absence of effective policing.  
 
 
So why am I mentioning this, because I think absolutely pertinent to any ideas of police 
reform or defunding, is to look beyond the police as part of change - and to wider, 
community-based networks which I know exist in the states and elsewhere.  And for any 
reform or change to be effective, it must speak in community language, to involve not just 
individuals in the community, but representative community groups in process, decision-
making, planning, intervention and oversight.  Because they are the ones best placed to 
understand community need, deprivation, social problems and solutions to local issues – 



and who have long understood and advocated for human rights, RJ and socially just 
alternatives to the fact you can’t shoot social policy, you can’t shoot deprivation, you can’t 
shoot educational underachievement.  It’s quality of life and living conditions which matter. 
   
 
So if anything, only by broadening the language around policing change and not narrowing 
the scope of what defines and who should be involved in the business of policing, is a key 
lesson never really learned from the reform process here.  Because it is in those 
communities, where to this day, policing is contested, not accepted or seen as legitimate for 
a whole host of historical and operational reasons, where such activism has been at the 
forefront of community safety and legitimate non-state security governance.  Because 
below lazy stereotypes of communities who don’t trust the police as some kind of code for 
criminality and lawlessness, as the evidence shows here, communities do want security, 
justice, policing and safety - just not in an over-policed and under-protected police-centric 
manner, which as a bad policing habit globally, seems to have evaded even the best 
attempts at change witnessed here. 


